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World’s Largest Gold Producer China Sees Production Fall 10% www.goldcore.com /us/gold-blog/worlds-largest-gold-producer-china-sees-production-fall-10/ By janskoyles – Gold mining production in China fell by 9.8% in H1 2017 – Decreasing mine supply in world’s largest gold producer and across the globe – GFMS World Gold Survey predicts mine production to contract year-on-year – Peak gold production being seen in Australia, world’s no 2 producer – Peak gold production globally while global gold demand remains robust Editor Mark O’Byrne



Gold production in the world’s largest gold producer and buyer fell by nearly 10% in the first half of 2017 in what may be another indication of peak gold. Chinese mine production registered the largest drop globally to total 207 tonnes in the first half of 2017, down 23 tonnes, or 9.8% year-on-year. In the same period last year the country produced 230 metric tons.
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China mined production of gold (Wikipedia) The issue of declining gold supply in China is not expected to improve. The GFMS World Gold Survey expects Chinese gold supply to fall by 14% this year from the 2014 peak. Their latest update explains:



Based on limited updated quarterly production reports and annual production guidance, we expect mine production to contract year-on-year in Q3 2017. We expect losses in China to accelerate as capacity is curtailed further. Industry consensus points to a considerable drop in Chinese mine production for the year as a whole.



This fall in supply could have significant implications for global gold supply given the country’s leading role in the gold market. In 2016 the country produced 453t, 160t or 56% more than the second highest gold producing nation of Australia. It also leads global gold demand, beating India in the last five years.
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These numbers could be an indication that we are reaching peak gold, if we haven’t already. Given the country relies heavily on domestic gold supply – a shortage of gold supply at home will force the country to import more from abroad, putting pressure on global supply with a likely rise in prices. A situation made worse by the fact that many other gold producing nations are also suffering from falling production levels – including world’s no 2 gold producer Australia . Not just a crack in the China In the first quarter of the year the ten largest Chinese gold mining companies accounted for 41.4% of the country’s total production. China is very reliant on their domestic gold supply and points to problems further down the line of meeting its high levels of gold demand. At the beginning of the year China was the only major gold mining nation to have increased production in recent years, now it has joined its contemporaries in seeing falling production. The main reason for the fall in China’s gold supply isn’t on account of falling demand or prices:



The government’s escalating efforts to fight pollution and increase attention to environmental protection. As a result, output from the country’s nonferrous smelters fell by 30% or 14 tonnes in tandem with a 2% drop in ‘mineproduced gold’ to total 65 tonnes.



Declining supply is not a problem unique to China. It is a common problem in gold producing nations. At the beginning of the year GFMS noted that global mine supply in the first quarter of the year reached a total of 756 tonnes, one tonne below the same period in 2016.



The largest drop was in South America and Asia, which slipped by a combined 4% with China, Mongolia, and Peru suffering the top three country-level decreases. Oceania posted a fractional drop following severe weather conditions in Australia.
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This is not a new problem. Just a quick glance at South Africa’s mining figures and one can see why it has has been a key point of concern for those monitoring global gold supply. It was once the leading producer, accounting for more than 40% of the total mined gold on earth. We have been warning that it is the ‘canary in the gold mine’ as its 80% plunge in production point to a future of gold shortages and peak gold.



Earlier this quarter the Chairman of the World Gold Council Randall Oliphant expressed concern that the world might have already produced the most gold in a year that it ever will, on account of increasing gold demand and declining supply.



“We’re not going to fall off a cliff in the near term, but in the same time it’s really hard to see how we’re going to produce enough gold to meet all this demand.”



Peak gold here as uncertainties reach peak levels China does not export any of its domestically produced gold, but even this is not enough to satisfy demand from both investors and the official sector. Last year the country imported 1,281 tonnes of gold, from four key countries.
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In the short term, China may well be able to increase imports in order to satisfy domestic demand. It may struggle to increase its own production. However, in the long-term this is not a sustainable solution. Gold mines are finite and supply relies on an evergrowing number of new mines being discovered. Something which we can no longer rely on, as Pierre Lassonde recently explained:



If you look back to the 70s, 80s and 90s, in every one of those decades, the industry found at least one 50+ million ounce gold deposit, at least ten 30+ million ounce deposits and countless 5 to 10 million ounce deposits. But if you look at the last 15 years, we found no 50 million ounce deposit, no 30 million ounce deposit and only very few 15 million ounce deposits.



Gold demand shows no sign of abating. As uncertainties increase across the world demand for physical gold increases. It is because of uncertainties that Oliphant believes that there will not be enough gold to satisfy demand. He sees risks in the political and economic system, combined with robust demand from India and China as the key drivers for increased gold demand and higher prices.



“All this uncertainty seems very fertile ground for people to get into gold.”



Diversify into actual physical gold before peak gold sees gold surge like bitcoin We are at a key inflection point in gold history. There is an unstoppable force of global gold demand hurtling towards the inevitable and immovable object that is finite and diminishing gold supply. Who wins? Gold investors. Gold will always be in demand for as long as governments cause uncertainties both politically and economically. Short of alchemy there is nothing anyone can do to discover more gold as quickly as governments can destroy
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our confidence in the system and the value of our savings. Important developments such as these highlight the importance of not investing in paper, ETF or digital gold but buying actual gold bullion and ensuring that you own allocated and segregated physical gold bars and coins. If we have reached or are close to peak gold, investors do not want to find themselves on the wrong side of an ETF or digital gold redemption gone wrong. RELATED CONTENT Peak Gold – Did Gold Production Peak in 2015 Peak Gold Globally – “Bullish For Gold” ‘Peak Gold’ – Gold Production Collapse Continues In South Africa News and Commentary Gold dips amid firmer Asian stocks (Reuters.com) Gold jumps more than 1 percent on geopolitical risks (Reuters.com) ‘Panic’ could set in after Saudi purge nabs ‘Warren Buffett of the Middle East’ (MarketWatch.com) Stock market inches higher to fresh records (MarketWatch.com) Stocks Mixed as Banks Retreat; Bonds, Oil Climb (Bloomberg.com)



Time To Break Up The EU and Its “Dysfunctional Currency”? (MoneyWeek.com)
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What the purge in Saudi Arabia means for the price of oil (MoneyWeek.com) On The Verge Of Catastrophe: Saudi Arabia Says Lebanon Declared War (ZeroHedge.com) Bitcoin & Blockchain – “A Digital Wild West … Will Be Winners and Losers” (Bloomberg.com) BITCOIN vs. GOLD: Which One’s A Bubble & How Much Energy Do They Really Consume (SRSRoccoReport.com) Recent Market Updates – German Investors Now World’s Largest Gold Buyers – Gold Price Reacts as Central Banks Start Major Change – Why Switzerland Could Save the World and Protect Your Gold – Invest In Gold To Defend Against Bail-ins – Stumbling UK Economy Shows Importance of Gold – Wozniak and Thiel Fuel Bitcoin-Gold Debate: Gold Comes Out On Top – Russia Buys 34 Tonnes Of Gold In September – Gold Will Be Safe Haven Again In Looming EU Crisis – Gold Is Valuable Due to “Extreme Rarity” – Must See CNN Video – Gold Is Better Store of Value Than Bitcoin – Goldman Sachs – Next Wall Street Crash Looms? Lessons On Anniversary Of 1987 Crash – Key Charts: Gold is Cheap and US Recession May Be Closer Than Think – Gold Up 74% Since Last Market Peak 10 Years Ago
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